


ROCO  This  post-WW2
German system was noted in
17/477  but  with  no  details.
Now a set, made in the British
Zone, and thought to be from
1949, has come to hand. It is
probably unused and is com-
plete except for its Hook.

ROCO was made by Roco-
Gesellschaft Curt Krause & Co.
of Hamburg 21. Nothing more
is known of the company but
Baukästen says that the ROCO
sets  were  first  shown  at  the
Spring Fair in 1949. 

The parts are made of a fairly soft aluminium alloy and
structures  are  made  from rolled  Tubes of  about  6.4mm Ø,
joined by Eye Connectors.

The PARTS  Fig.3 shows the manual illustrations & names,
Fig.5 actual parts from the Set (all types but only examples of
the Tubes & Sleeves, and only the end of each Railing) plus,
inset, part of the Hook from an Ebay set, at about the same
scale. Below, a list of the parts, with my English names & some
comments. The sheet metal parts are .8mm thick. The holes
are 6.5mm Ø and are a sliding fit over the Tubes.
#S Tubes,  1,1½,3,4½,6,9,12cm long. The gap varies from
3.1 to 3.8mm in the different parts, with no particular pattern.
#M Sleeves, .8 (nominally 1), 3, 5cm long, 8mm o.d, with
gaps from 2.6 to 2.8mm. They are a push fit on the Tubes.
#E (straight) Eye Connector.
#D Right Angle Eye Connector.
#V Coupling. A zinc die-casting with slightly tapered ends.
#K Plug. Turned with a slight taper on the shank.
#Mi Key. To lock a circular part to a Tube.
#Wv Angle Bracket. Not seen. In Fig.7 (bottom centre) the
arms look longer than in Fig.3. It probably slides into a Tube.
#ZS Locking  Ring.  Not  seen.  The  German  description  is:
Zugsicherungs-Ring, "ZS", zur Sicherung des "V"-Stückes oder
der Öse "E" bei starker Zugbeanspruchung. Perhaps a sleeve to
push over a Tube to lock it to a #V or #E inside it.
#L Link, with holes at 27½mm pitch.
#B  (Straight) Railing,  43*205mm,  with  15  bays,  and
Decorative Railing, 31¼*194mm, with 14 bays. Obviously
the scrap from pressing out Links & Eye Connectors.
#R Pulley  with  Rubber  Ring.  The Pulley  is  30½mm Ø,
8½mm wide, with a 6.7mm bore and a 2.9mm wide keyway in
each  disc.  The  Ring's  rubber  has  hardened  and  can't  be
removed from the Pulley. In situ it is 55mm Ø & 14mm wide.
#ZK Bevel Gear & 2,3,4,5,6cm Ø #Z Gears. Not seen but
see Figs.3 & 7.
#P Flanged Plate. Seen only in Fig.7.
#LS-5 Wheel Disc. 50mm Ø. #LS-9 Flanged Disc Pulley.

See  Fig.7,  with  the  centre
different to Fig.3.
#H Hook. Not seen. Those
in Figs.7 & 15 looks similar.
#Kb Handle Crank. Either
end pushes into a Tube.
Drift.  Pliers. Not seen.
Cord. Over 1½m in length.
ASSEMBLING the PARTS
Fig.2,  a  selection  of  dia-
grams  from  the  Manual,
shows the basics, and some
of the finer points are ment-
ioned in the following notes.

In  'A'  the  joint  can  be
reinforced  by overlaying  it  with  a  Sleeve.  Using  a  long

Sleeve without the Coupling is also possible and allows some
adjustment of the length.

In 'A' pushing the Plug into the end of the Tube locks the
eye provided  it  is  near  the  end of  the Tube,  and sliding  a
Sleeve onto the Tube before the eye gives an even firmer grip.

The Connector  #E doesn't have to be pushed fully home
into its Tube and thus a small adjustment of length is possible.

In 'B' one eye can also be between the arms of the Right
Angle Connector.

In 'C' several eyes are joined by pushing a short Tube #S1
through them and then a Plug into it.  But even the shortest
Tube looks rather clumsy and a 5mm Tube would look neater.
A small amount of adjustment can be obtained by pushing the
Plug through the eyes into a Tube on the remote side, as in 'B'
but the eyes are not held so firmly.

The eye of the Eye Connector can be bent to an angle as at
'gebogen' in 'F'.

Tubes are used as axles and eyes as bearings for them. The
Pulley can be loose on a Tube, located by a sleeve on either
side. The Key #Mi slides into a Tube and the Pulley is held fast
by it. A Sleeve either side makes its location even more secure.

'D' shows a crankshaft with connecting rod.
The SETS  The contents of the 5 sets are shown in Fig.4.

They are progressive with two exceptions.  Compared to the
Boy, The Boy (Export) has, inexplicably, no Gears, no Pliers,
and  fewer  long  Sleeves.  The  other  deviation,  again
inexplicably, is that the two largest sets have no Railings. It
might  be  thought  that  this  was  an  error  but  the  Manual
contains photos of both outfits (Fig.7 shows the largest, the
Super) and no Railings can be seen in either.

The present Boy (Export)  set is packed in the strong but
slightly  roughly made wooden box,  31*51½*3cm (Fig.6).  It
has the sliding lid shown in Fig.1, and the red ROCO hexagon
top right is a label stuck on. The words along the bottom speak
of patents at home and abroad, as on the Manual cover. The
packaging of  the Tubes is neat with all  but 4x 3cm pushed

onto  pairs  of  tabs which  have been pushed
through a 2¾cm wide brassed steel strip.
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The  only  other  ROCO  set  seen
was on Ebay and was identical to the
present one. Its Railings were, as in
the  present  set,  2  of  the  Straight
type and one of the Decorative.

Nothing is known of the other sets except that photos of the
open boxes of the Standard & Super are shown in the Manual.
Both look to be in cardboard boxes and both have 2 layers of
parts. The Super is shown in Fig.7 and the Standard's parts are
arranged in the same style. No Pliers can be seen in either set.
The Standard's box size is given as 390*285*45mm.

Increasing  the  size  of  sets  by  buying  packs  of  parts  is
mentioned in the Manual's Intro.

The MANUAL  It consists of 24 unnumbered pages clipped

between grey covers, 213*155mm. Below the front:  C2 has
the Illustrated Parts, C3 the Set Contents, and C4 the ROCO
logo and details  of  the  printing  & photographic  companies:
Grbrüder Hoesch, Hamburg 1, EP 4 – 6510 4000 6.49 Klasse A.
Fotos:  Hansa  Foto-Studio,  Hamburg  1,  Steindamm 10.  The
inside pages are printed on art paper with good halftones. p1
has  an  Introduction,  pp2-3  Instructions  &  Advice  with  18
numbered paragraphs & drawing which broadly cover the the
same ground as the Assembling the Parts earlier.  Then the
next 3 pages have Basic Constructions A, B, & C,

with  titled  diagrams  which
cover much the same ground
but  add  more  examples,
particularly  of  braced  struct-
ures. All the examples in Fig.2
come from these pages.

pp7-13 have 21 model with
a  photo  and  Parts  List  for
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each. Models PM 001-020 are for the Piccolo set, from Tisch
[Table] to Dreibock mit Flaschenzug [Tripod with Pulley Block].
Then  20  models  for  Boy  on  pp14-22,  from  BM  051
Lastenaufzug [Goods Lift] to BM 070 Dreirad-Sportwagen [3-
Wheel  Sports  Car].  The  only  additional  instructions  are
drawings showing the steering for a Motorcycle and, on p23,
for Cars, plus a note on the steering column bearings for two
vehicles.

The sole mention of the Export set is to say that the only
Boy model to use gearing, the Crane in Fig.15, should be made
omitting the Gears. Gears are also used as a steering wheel on
two 4-wheel models and the only substitute from an Export set
would be a Wheel Disc, though it would look out of place.

The Piccolo models are a reasonable selection of the type of
model made from rod/tube systems – domestic items, carts,
simple  railway items, 2-wheelers,  etc.  The only  'mechanical'
models is the Tripod with Pulley Block.

The  Boy  models  are  more  interesting  with  no  domestic
items,  better  railway  models,  the  Goods  Lift,  a  Swing,  a
Railway & a Mobile Crane, a Fire Pump Trailer, a Motorcycle, &
three 4-Wheelers with linkage steering.

6 manual models are shown right & on the facing page. All
are the original size except some of the diagrams in Fig.11.
The Steps, Fig.8, the Handcart, Fig.10, & a similar Cart are the
only ones in which the Railings are used. Fig.11 is taken from
the manual p23 about the steering. Abb.1 & 3 show alternate
axle assemblies of different widths. The track rod is the Tube
shown in the centre diagram with a Connector E in each end.

USING  the  PARTS  Some  of  the  parts  fitted  together
perfectly  but  many  needed  their  diameters  adjusting  to  fit
properly. This was easy enough to do by squeezing with pliers
(or a vice for long Tubes) or expanding using the Drift This
was  not  unexpected  given  the  variation  of  the  gap  in  the
Tubes etc already noted, and though this might have been the
work of a previous owner, from their appearance the parts did
not look to have been used, let alone abused.

Given a near perfect fit it was still sometimes necessary to
adjust the parts if an especially tight or loose fit was needed.

In  the  former  case  a  hammer  was  needed  to,  for
example,  fully  engage a  Plug,  and pliers  to  pull  it  our
again. Another problem sometimes found was if a Tube in
one  place  needed  to  be  slightly  below  the  nominal
diameter to rotate freely in another  part, but a nearby
part of the Tube needed to be the nominal size to retain,
say, a Sleeve or Connector.  A Sleeve could be suitably
closed up but not a Connector's eye.

I thought to make the Abschleppwagen in Fig.13 but
as I  couldn't  work out  quite how it  was to be made I
started by building the steering based on the Fig.11, Abb1
diagram.  Then,  little  by  little,  the  Buggy  in  Fig.14
emerged. It wasn't too difficult but, as is usually the case
with  Rod/Tube  systems,  it  was  tiresome  to  have  to
dismantle  to  a  greater  or  lesser  extent  if  one  initially
omitted to put the right number of Connectors in or on a
Tube. There was to have been a nose to hide the steering
gear but there weren't  enough of  some of  the smaller
parts to build it. The finished model was quite robust. 

ROCO is certainly one of the neatest & more elegant
Rod/Tube systems. It is doubtful though if many children
would have the skills & patience needed to build any but
the simpler models.
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